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Behavioral household finance: Great setting to conduct experiments

• Many opportunities to be creative about connecting different data sources.
• Portfolio choices, housing choices, scanner data, tax data, expert surveys, household

surveys.

• You can often relate beliefs to a benchmark to quantify the deviations from the
standard model and differentiate between different theories (Giglio et al., 2021).

• Great to combine information provision experiments with stock market choices.
• Beliefs are essential to all theoretical benchmarks, but very little existing evidence on how

exogenous shifts in beliefs affect portfolio choices (Laudenbach et al., 2022).
• Demand effects are of essentially no concern.

• Households ‘should’ invest passively in the market portfolio (Merton, 1969), but in
practice, they choose suboptimal active trading strategies (French, 2008).
• Large potential welfare gains from interventions that could reduce investment mistakes.
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Motivation

• Standard finance theory suggests that investors should adopt passive investment
strategies and place all risky assets in the market portfolio (Merton, 1969; Tobin, 1958).

• In practice, retail investors trade too frequently (Odean, 1998), pay too much in fees
due to active trading strategies (French, 2008), and often fail to properly diversify
their portfolios (Calvet et al., 2007)

• This preference for active investment strategies is a costly mistake (French, 2008).
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Why do people adopt active trading strategies?

• Hypothesis explored in this paper: Misperceptions about the returns to active
investing (French, 2008)
• Banks often promote active investment strategies (Hackethal et al., 2012; Inderst and

Ottaviani, 2012; Mullainathan et al., 2012)

• Alternatively, the preference for active investment strategies could also be driven by
behavioral biases or non-standard preferences.
• Overconfidence (Barber and Odean, 2000; Daniel et al., 1998)
• Gambling or “bragging” preferences (Kumar, 2009; Statman, 2004)
• Perceiving active investing as a joyful social activity (Shiller et al., 1984)
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Active investing: A costly mistake

• French (2008) estimates that a typical active investor could increase his annual return
by 67 basis points by adopting a passive investment.

• There is also abundant evidence that index funds outperform active funds (Carhart,
1997; Fama and French, 2010; Gruber, 1996; Jensen, 1968; Malkiel, 1995).

• Whether educational interventions can correct this mistake depends on the
underlying reasons for employing active trading strategies.
• If misperceptions about the returns to active investing are important, there could be large

welfare gains from correcting these misperceptions.
• Might be more difficult to change behavior if investors are overconfident or have an

intrinsic preference for active investing.
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A field experiment on beliefs about fund returns and portfolio choices

• We recruit a sample of 588 Norwegian retail investors with an account on an online
trading platform.

• We collect survey data on beliefs about historical return differences between actively
and passively managed funds.

• We include an experimental information provision component in which treated
respondents are informed that index funds have historically outperformed active
funds.

• We collect post-treatment data on beliefs about fund returns and investment
intentions.

• Four months after the experiment, we collect data on actual portfolio choices.
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Contribution to the literature

• Literature on why retail investors tend to invest in actively managed funds (Choi and
Robertson, 2020; French, 2008; Glode, 2011; Guercio and Reuter, 2014; Savov, 2014).

→ Evidence on the role of misperceptions about returns of active vs. passive investing.

• Information provision experiments in household finance (Beshears et al., 2015; Beutel and
Weber, 2021; Bursztyn et al., 2014; Dolls et al., 2018; Hanspal et al., 2020; Laudenbach et al., 2022).

→ Evidence on how correcting misperceptions affects long-term investing behavior.

• Literature on beliefs and portfolio choices (Ameriks et al., 2020; Dominitz and Manski, 2007;
Giglio et al., 2021; Meeuwis et al., 2022; Merkle and Weber, 2014).

→ Evidence on how survey beliefs correlate with actual portfolio choices.

• Financial literacy interventions (Fernandes et al., 2014; Kaiser et al., 2022).

→ Evidence of significant impact on beliefs and investing behavior from a low-cost
intervention.
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Sample and experimental design



Sample

• We recruit respondents on Shareville, an online trading platform.

– The largest social trading platform in the Nordics.

– 269,000 members with 78 billion NOK in investments.

• On June 1, 2021, we invited 16,120 Shareville users to the survey.

– 588 participated with a valid username.

– Allows us to track their long-term portfolio choices.
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Experimental design

1. Pre-treatment beliefs questions about fund returns.
• Beliefs about whether active funds have outperformed index funds over the last 20 years.

• Beliefs about autocorrelation in active fund returns.

2. Randomization
• Control group: No information.

• Treatment group: Information that index funds have outperformed active funds over the
last 20 years.

3. Survey outcomes
• Beliefs about future fund performance of active vs. index funds.

• Confidence in own fund and stock picking abilities.

• Portfolio allocation intentions.

4. Main outcome: Portfolio share in index funds (four months after the survey).
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Pre-treatment outcome: Beliefs about active vs. passive investing
An equity fund contains many different stock
companies. The most common equity funds are
global funds, which contain stock companies
from around the world.

It is common to make a distinction between active
funds and index funds. Active funds try to give a
better return than the stock market, while index
funds try to copy the market.

If we consider funds offered by Norwegian banks
over the last 20 years, do you think active funds
have given higher or lower returns than index
funds (after fees)?

Active funds have given the highest returns.

Active funds and index funds have given
about equal returns.

Index funds have given the highest returns.
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Pre-treatment outcome: Beliefs about autocorrelation in fund returns

If we consider global active funds offered by
Norwegian banks over the last 10 years, which
claim do you think is most accurate for funds that
gave higher returns than average in the first half
of the decade?

They also gave higher returns than average
in the second half of the decade.

They gave average returns in the second half
of the decade.

They gave below-average returns in the
second half of the decade
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Information provision about fund returns: Treatment group only
The Norwegian Consumer Council published a
survey last year in which they compared the
returns on global active funds and index funds
offered by Norwegian banks over the last 20
years.

They found that active funds on average gave a
1.1 percentage point lower yearly return than
index funds. According to the Consumer
Council, you can expect to lose NOK 370,000 over
20 years if you choose to invest NOK 500,000 in
an active fund instead of an index fund.

The Consumer Council also found that it is not
possible to predict the returns of a fund over time:
Active funds with a good performance in the
first half of the period did neither better nor
worse than other funds in the second half of the
period.
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Post-treatment beliefs about active vs. index funds

Do you think active funds or index funds will
give the highest returns going forward (after
fees)?

Active funds will give higher returns than
index funds.

Active funds and index funds will give
about equal returns.

Index funds will give higher returns than
active funds.
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Post-treatment beliefs about own ability to identify superior active funds

What is the probability that over time you will
find active funds that will give better returns than
comparable index funds (after fees)?
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Post-treatment beliefs about own ability to beat the market

What is the probability that over time you will be
able to beat the market by investing in individual
stocks?
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Portfolio allocation intentions

How do you plan to structure your equity
portfolio between active funds, index funds, and
individual stocks going forward?
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Post-experiment main outcome: Actual portfolio share in index funds

Four months after the experiment, we
hand-collect data on actual portfolio
shares in active funds, passive funds,
and individual stocks.
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Beliefs and portfolio choices:
Descriptive evidence



Beliefs about active vs. passive funds
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Passive share and beliefs about future fund returns
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Passive share and beliefs about own ability to identify superior funds

β = -0.161 (0.054)
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“What is the probability that over time you will find active funds that will give better returns than
comparable index funds (after fees)?”
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Passive share and beliefs about own stock-picking ability

β = -0.205 (0.047)
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“What is the probability that over time you will be able to beat the market by investing in individual
stocks?”
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Beliefs and portfolio choices:
Causal evidence



Post-treatment beliefs: Passive funds will give the highest returns
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Post-treatment beliefs: Can identify superior active fund

 p < 0.001
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comparable index funds (after fees)?”
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Post-treatment beliefs: Can beat the market with stock picking

 p < 0.01
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Post-experiment portfolio choice: Passive share

 p < 0.01
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Heterogeneous treatment effects by prior beliefs
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Heterogeneous treatment effects by prior beliefs
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Robustness: Regressions with controls

Post-treatment beliefs Index share

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Active

superior
Index

superior
Superior

fund
Beat

market
Survey

intentions
Actual

portfolio
Treatment -15.32*** 17.82*** -6.36*** -5.52*** 7.80*** 4.41***

(3.00) (3.63) (1.51) (1.83) (1.98) (1.70)
N 585 585 583 582 578 583
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Control mean 28.4 45.9 45.8 44.4 32.4 11.7

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Experiment 2: Representative sample



Sample and experimental design

• 1,005 respondents recruited in July 2022 with YouGov

• Survey restricted to respondents holding stocks or equity funds

• Broadly representative sample of the Norwegian population (gender, age, and
geography)

• Follows the same format as the main experiment
• Prior beliefs about historical returns
• Information provision treatment about index funds outperforming active funds
• Post-treatment beliefs and portfolio choice intentions

• Some additional questions to examine potential mechanisms
• Financial literacy, overconfidence, and sources of information
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Main findings

• 25.2% of control group respondents believe that index funds will outperform active
funds (compared to 45.9% in the main experiment).

• Respondents who rely on bank advice are 17.8 percentage points more likely to
believe that active funds have historically outperformed index funds.

• Strong treatment effects on belief updating and portfolio choice intentions
• Treated respondents are 20.1 percentage points more likely to think that index funds will

outperform active funds.
• Treated respondents plan a 7.0 percentage points higher passive share in their portfolio

(similar to the 7.8 percentage points effect in the main experiment).
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Main findings: Heterogeneity

• Strong heterogeneous effects by pre-treatment beliefs about historical fund returns.

• High literacy respondents generally respond stronger to the treatment.

• No significant heterogeneity by confidence in own abilities, though some suggestive
evidence that high confidence respondents react less to the information in terms of
intended behavior.

• No heterogeneous treatment effects by gender.
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Conclusion



Concluding remarks

Information about historical return differences between active funds and index funds has
economically significant impacts on beliefs about the benefits of passive investing and on
actual portfolio choices.

• Significant treatment effects on all our main outcomes, with treated respondents ...

– being 38.8 percent more likely to think that index funds will outperform active funds in
the future.

– having 4.4 percentage points higher portfolio share in passive funds.

• Important implications for finance theory and optimal policy.

– Misperceptions about the returns to active investing seem to be an important reason for
why index funds are not more widespread among retail investors.

– Information campaigns have the scope to correct misperceptions and reduce investment
mistakes.
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